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CHAPTER SIX

PRIMARY INSTRUMENT NAVIGATION T-6B

For Fly-By Waypoints
5.
The FMS provides turn anticipation for fly-by waypoints. It is not required nor desired to
hit a fly-by waypoint. The FMS CDI will automatically reset to the next/new course listed on the
LEGS PAGE and the CDI’s deflected deviation bar will begin to flash. At this time a SRT turn
should be commenced. This will provide an adequate lead point to establish the aircraft on the
new course. If the turn is misjudged, (turn commenced too early or late) roll out of the turn with
an appropriate intercept to establish the aircraft on course in a timely manner.
a.

For time/reporting purposes, note the time when the aircraft is wings level, out of the
turn, on course or with an appropriate intercept established.

b.

Track the new CDI course.

609. POINT TO POINT
General
If a NAVAID (station) transmits both radial and DME information and the aircraft equipment is
capable of processing that information, it can be used to navigate from present position to a
specific RADIAL and DME from that station via the most direct path.
Description
If cleared direct to a RADIAL/DME fix, the pilot may be radar vectored or employ Point to Point
(PTP) navigation. For PTP navigation, the turn to an initial heading should be initiated as soon
as possible once cleared. One method of determining this initial turn is to plot both points on a
suitable chart and connect them with a straight line. The initial no-wind heading to fly is along
this line towards the new fix.
Another method, which eliminates cumbersome charts, is to visualize the aircraft’s present
position and the new desired fix on the compass card of the HSI. This method may be used to
navigate directly to any RADIAL/DME fix within reception range of the associated NAVAID.
The following concepts will aid in developing this ability.
1.
The station is always at the center of the compass card. The compass card is merely a
compass rose around the station.
2.
The fix having the greater distance is always established on its radial at the outer edge of
the compass card.
3.
The remaining fix is established along its radial at a proportional distance from the center
of the compass card.
When applying the above concepts, the compass card can be thought of as a chart. On this chart,
the aircraft’s present position, the desired fix, and the station (at the center) can be plotted. With
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an actual chart, draw a line between the two fixes to determine the no–wind heading. Using the
compass card, visualize this line between fixes.
NOTE
The T-6B requires a VOR/DME or VORTAC facility for this type
of navigation
Procedure
The following example (Figure 6-12) demonstrates the procedures for flying from one fix to
another fix. The aircraft is on the 180º radial at 20 NM and you want to navigate to the 90º radial
at 10 NM.
1.

Tune and identify the NAVAID.

2.

Set the desired (new) radial in the CDI.

3. Turn to a heading approximately between the head of the bearing pointer and the head of
the Course Pointer (CDI). “Split some heads.”
–

4.

Adjustments may be made to the rollout heading. If going to a smaller DME, favor
the head of the bearing pointer. If going to a larger DME, favor the head of the
course pointer (desired radial).

Update the heading enroute and apply appropriate corrections (pencil method).

The Pencil Method
When using the HSI card, keep scale in mind:
NOTE
The center is always zero DME.
NOTE
The outer edge of the HSI card is the larger of present DME or
desired fix DME.
1.
Establish the fix with the greater distance (20 NM) at the edge of the compass card on its
radial (180º).
2.
Establish the remaining fix (90º radial/10 NM) along its radial at a proportionate distance
from the center of the card (halfway).

ENROUTE PROCEDURES
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3.
Draw an imaginary line with the aid of a pencil, finger, etc., from the aircraft’s present
position through the next fix. Move the “line” to the center of the card and read the no-wind
heading to the desired fix (approximately 030º in this case).

090° R

X
Desired Fix
090° Radial/10 NM

180° R

X Present Fix
180° Radial/20 NM Outer edge of compass card represents 20 NM

Figure 6-12 Point to Point
NOTE
The Instrument Approach Plate may be used as an aid to visualize
present position and the initial heading required to fly to the fix.
4.

Turn to the updated heading.

5.
Visually determine if the line that connects the two fixes is now vertical. This line
represents the desired track. If it is vertical, you are on the correct no-wind heading at that
instant. Apply wind corrections as required to maintain the track.
6.
If the line is not vertical, turn the aircraft to make it so. This can be done without the aid
of a straightedge. If the line tilts right, turn right to make the line vertical. If the line tilts left,
turn left to make the line vertical.
7.
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Check/update the pencil solution enroute to the new fix.
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Corrections to the New Fix
As the aircraft nears the new fix, determine which will be reached first, the radial, or the DME.
To come as close as possible to the new point, judge the rate at which the DME is moving with
the rate at which the aircraft is crossing radials. If it is determined that the aircraft will reach the
DME or radial first, rather than simultaneously, adjustments can be made to the no-wind heading
to impact the DME rate of change in relation to the rate in which radials change. Keep the
following in mind when trying to fine tune the heading to hit the new fix:
1. If arriving at the DME first, use the 90° benchmark as a reference to split the needle and
the desired radial. Arriving at the specified DME prior to the desired radial and then arcing to
the radial is not the correct method as you are not flying directly at the point and not complying
with ATC instructions.
2.

If arriving at the radial first, turn to track inbound or outbound as required towards the fix.

DME/Radial Rate of Change
When the bearing pointer is closer to the heading index (the 45º benchmark being halfway) DME
will change faster than radials. The opposite is true when the bearing pointer is nearer the 90º
benchmark.
NOTE
Barring strong winds, when the head of the bearing pointer is
above the 90º benchmark, the DME will get smaller. When it is
below the 90º benchmark, the DME will get larger.
You will not necessarily be able to determine the exact heading to roll out on as you are
adjusting heading, but that is not as important as altering heading before it is too late. Once on
the new heading, let things settle down (e.g., cross a few radials; let a few tenths of DME pass)
then update again by trying to determine if the aircraft will hit the radial or DME first.
The goal is getting as close as possible to the point. Continually update until crossing the point.
Common Errors
1.

Slow setting initial heading towards the new fix.

2.

Turning to incorrect initial heading (not splitting the heads).

3.

Incorrect pencil method solution.

4.

Not updating solution as the aircraft gets closer to the desired fix.

5.

Proceeding to the reciprocal of the radial/DME instead of the radial/DME.

ENROUTE PROCEDURES
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6.

Attempting to arc to the fix.

7.

Intercepting the new radial and turning in wrong direction to track to the fix.
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POINT-POINT NAVIGATION
TASK: Track outbound on the SAT 090
Radial. Upon reaching 20 nm proceed
direct to the SAT 360 radial at 20 nm.
1.

2.

3.

TIM the correct NAVAID
(sometimes you will be navigating
on one NAVAID and then
proceeding direct to a fix on a
different NAVAID…Make SURE you
are using the correct NAVAID!)
Set New RADIAL in the CDI
(This may not be the course that
will be flown upon reaching the
new fix)
Split some Heads
(Turn to a heading halfway
between the heads of the bearing
and Course pointers for co-equal
DMEs)
•
•

Favor Head of the Bearing
Pointer going to smaller DME
Favor the Head of the Course
Pointer going to larger DME
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POINT-POINT NAVIGATION
TASK: Track outbound on the SAT 090
Radial. Upon reaching 20 nm proceed
direct to the SAT 360 radial at 20 nm.
.
1.
2.
3.
4.

TIM the correct NAVAID
Set New RADIAL in the CDI
Split some Heads
Update heading Using Pencil
Method (set scale and draw a line
from where you are to where you
are going)
•
•

•
•

•

Center of HSI = 0.0 DME
Edge of the HSI card = the larger of
“Current DME” or “Desired FIX
DME”.
Imagine dot where you are along
the tail of the Bearing pointer
Imagine dot where you are going
along the Course pointer (Desired
Radial)
Parallel line to center of HSI and
update heading
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POINT-POINT NAVIGATION
TASK: Track outbound on the SAT 090
Radial. Upon reaching 20 nm proceed
direct to the SAT 360 radial at 20 nm.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

TIM the correct NAVAID
Set New RADIAL in the CDI
Split some Heads
Update heading Using Pencil
Method (Keep line vertical)
If arriving at the DME first, turn
to spit the Bearing and Course
Needles with the 90 benchmarks
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POINT-POINT NAVIGATION
TASK: Track outbound on the SAT 090
Radial. Upon reaching 20 nm proceed
direct to the SAT 360 radial at 20 nm.
TIM the correct NAVAID
Set New RADIAL in the CDI
Split some Heads
Update heading Using Pencil
Method (Keep line vertical)
5. If arriving at the DME first, turn to
spit the Bearing and Course Needles
with the 90 benchmark
6. If arriving at the radial first, turn to
track inbound or outbound as
required towards the fix
NOTE
Barring large winds, be aware of how
Bearing Pointer position affects DME
• Head above 90 - DME decreases
• Head below 90 - DME increases
• The further away from the 90 the
faster DME changes
1.
2.
3.
4.
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AIR FORCE TO 1T-6B-1
NAVY NAVAIR A1-T6BAA-NFM-100
REQUIRED)

NOTE
Illumination of both red and amber OIL PX
message while the oil pressure gage indicates
normal pressure indicates an SCU failure.

5. GEN switch - OFF (BOTH)
6. BUS TIE switch - OPEN (BUS TIE caution and GEN
BUS warning illuminate)

IF ONLY AMBER OIL PX CAUTION ILLUMINATES:
* 1. Terminate maneuver
* 2. Check oil pressure; if oil pressure is normal, continue
operations
IF RED OIL PX WARNING ILLUMINATES AND/OR
AMBER OIL PX CAUTION REMAINS ILLUMINATED
FOR 5 SECONDS, OIL PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS,
OR OIL TEMPERATURE OUT OF LIMITS:
* 3. PCL - Minimum necessary to intercept ELP; avoid
unnecessary PCL movements

NOTE
Opening the bus tie switch will reduce electrical load on the main battery by shedding
the generator bus. This will permit main battery operation for at least 30 minutes.
7. Land as soon as practical

OBOGS will be inoperative once the main
battery is depleted or with battery failure.

NOTE

Higher power settings may aggravate the
existing condition.

main battery fails, refer to Battery and Gen• Iferator
Failure procedure.
will depressurize when power to the
• Cockpit
battery bus is lost.

* 4. PEL - Execute
ELECTRICAL FAILURES
Generator Inoperative

Generator Bus Inoperative

Loss of the generator also means loss of the systems powered
on the generator bus (if the bus tie is open) and loss of battery
charging. If the generator fails and cannot be restored, electrical load must be reduced to provide maximum endurance
on remaining battery power. Anytime the starter switch is
not in the NORM position, the generator will not function.
Verify starter switch position whenever GEN warning is illuminated. If the GEN warning illuminates, accomplish the
following:

The GEN BUS warning will illuminate if there is an actual
loss of the generator bus (and the associated avionics buses).

1. STARTER switch - NORM (BOTH)

NOTE
With an operating generator and the bus tie
switch in NORM, the generator will continue
to charge the battery and power the battery
buses. Items on the generator bus will remain
inoperative.
2. Land as soon as practical

NOTE
The generator will remain offline if the starter
is in the MANUAL position and the starter
will drain battery in less than 10 minutes if
left ON.
2. GEN switch - ON (front or back)
3. GEN RESET switch - Depress and hold for a minimum of 1 second
IF GENERATOR REMAINS INOPERATIVE (DC VOLTMETER BELOW 25 VOLTS AND AMMETER DISCHARGING):
4. Descent below 10,000 ft MSL - INITIATE (AS
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1. BUS TIE switch - NORM

Change 1

The following table contains a list of the cockpit items that
will remain operative or are inoperative with the generator
bus inoperative.
GENERATOR BUS
INOPERATIVE

BATTERY BUS
OPERATIVE

Air Conditioner

Battery Buses w/Bus Tie
Closed

Gen Switch

Ram Air Valve

Fuel Balance

OBOGS

Side/Nav/Taxi/Test Lights

Clocks

Probes Anti-Ice

Emergency Flaps
ELT

AIR FORCE TO 1T-6B-1
NAVY NAVAIR A1-T6BAA-NFM-100
GENERATOR BUS
INOPERATIVE

BATTERY BUS
OPERATIVE

Cockpit Temperature

Flight
Data
Maintenance

Nose Wheel Steering

Battery

Fire Detector #2

Chip Detector

Recorder

Trim Indicator
Seat Adjust

Aileron/Elevator/Rudder
Trim

DTS/DVR

Utility/Collision/Instrument/
Landing/Flood Lights

EDM A

IAC1

HOTAS

Ignition

TAD

Avionics Master
Prop Sys Solenoid

Speed Brake

Hydraulic System
Fuel Quantity Low

Evaporator Blower

Start

ADC

UFCP

TCAS

Landing Gear Control

COM1

PMU FAIL and PMU
STATUS Monitoring

IAC2

Oil TRX

IRS

Flap Control

Radio Relays

Angle of Attack

RAD ALTM

Boost Pump

LH MFD

EDM B

DME

Battery Switch

Transponder
VHF NAV

The BAT BUS warning will illuminate if there is an actual
loss of the battery bus (and the associated avionics buses), or
if the current limiter on the battery bus side has failed.
Indications of the current limiter and/or actual bus failure
will be illumination of the BAT BUS warning, accompanied
by multiple failures of items on the battery bus with associated CAS message illuminated (TRIM OFF, OIL PX, HYDR
FL LO, PMU STATUS). The most noticeable failures will
be the UFCP, and the center and right MFD’s.

NOTE
If the BAT BUS warning illuminates, the
cockpit battery bus has failed or the annunciator sensing circuit has failed. The generator
is still supplying the generator bus and
charging the battery.
IF BAT BUS WARNING IS ILLUMINATED AND IS
ACCOMPANIED BY OTHER INDICATIONS OF BATTERY BUS FAILURE:
1. Descent below 10,000 ft MSL - Initiate (as required)

OBOGS will be inoperative once the main
battery is depleted or with battery failure.

NOTE
Cockpit will depressurize when power to the
battery bus is lost.
2. BUS TIE switch - OPEN

Inflow Switch
RH MFD
Center MFD
Backup Flight Instrument
IRS

NOTE
Place the BUS TIE switch to OPEN to isolate
the generator bus from any potential battery
or battery bus faults.
3. AUX BAT switch - ON

COM2

NOTE

Fire Detector #1
Battery Bus Inoperative

NOTE
With a battery bus failure, the PFD will be the
default display in flight and the EICAS and
NAV displays can be accessed using the
MFD menu page.

Backup flight instrument and VHF tuning
(standby VHF control head) will be powered
for approximately 30 minutes by the auxiliary battery.
4. Standby VHF - ON
5. LANDING GEAR EMERGENCY EXTENSION Execute prior to landing

Change 1
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GENERATOR BUS
INOPERATIVE

NOTE

BATTERY BUS
OPERATIVE

Place the BUS TIE switch to OPEN to isolate
the generator bus from any potential battery
or battery bus faults.

Center MFD
Backup Flight Instrument
IRS

3. AUX BAT switch - ON

COM 2

NOTE

Fire Detector #1

Backup flight instrument and VHF tuning
(standby VHF control head) will be powered
for approximately 30 minutes by the auxiliary battery. Plan to extend the landing gear
using the emergency extension system.
Emergency flaps will be powered by the main
battery through the hot battery bus as long as
the main battery has not failed. With normal
flap extension and a loss of power to the battery bus, flaps will retract. Landing gear and
flap position indicators will not be powered.

Battery Bus Inoperative

NOTE
With a battery bus failure, the PFD will be the
default display in flight and the EICAS and
NAV displays can be accessed using the
MFD menu page.
The BAT BUS warning will illuminate if there is an actual
loss of the battery bus (and the associated avionics buses), or
if the current limiter on the battery bus side has failed.
Indications of the current limiter and/or actual bus failure
will be illumination of the BAT BUS warning, accompanied
by multiple failures of items on the battery bus with associated CAS message illuminated (TRIM OFF, OIL PX, HYDR
FL LO, PMU STATUS). The most noticeable failures will
be the UFCP, and the center and right MFD’s.

4. Standby VHF - ON
5. Land as soon as practical
The following table contains a list of the cockpit items that
will remain operative or are inoperative with the battery bus
inoperative or bus tie inoperative with a depleted battery.
BATTERY BUS
INOPERATIVE

NOTE
If the BAT BUS warning illuminates, the
cockpit battery bus has failed or the annunciator sensing circuit has failed. The generator
is still supplying the generator bus and charging the battery.
IF BAT BUS WARNING IS ILLUMINATED AND IS
ACCOMPANIED BY OTHER INDICATIONS OF BATTERY BUS FAILURE:
1. Descent below 10,000 ft MSL - Initiate (as required)

GENERATOR BUS
OPERATIVE

Battery Buses w/Bus Tie Air Conditioner
Closed
Ram Air Valve

Gen Switch

OBOGS

Fuel Balance

Clocks

Side/Nav/Taxi/Test Lights

Emergency Flaps

Probes Anti-Ice

ELT

Cockpit Temperature

Flight Data Recorder Maintenance
Battery

Fire Detector #2

Chip Detector
OBOGS will be inoperative once the main
battery is depleted or with battery failure.

NOTE
Cockpit will depressurize when power to the
battery bus is lost.
2. BUS TIE switch - OPEN

Nose Wheel Steering

Seat Adjust

Aileron/Elevator/Rudder
Trim

DTS/DVR

Utility/Collision/Instrument/ EDM A
Landing/Flood Lights
IAC1

HOTAS

Ignition

TAD

Avionics Master Fails in the Speed Brake
ON Position
Prop Sys Solenoid

Change 3

Evaporator Blower
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GENERATOR BUS
INOPERATIVE

BATTERY BUS
OPERATIVE

Cockpit Temperature

Flight
Data
Maintenance

Nose Wheel Steering

Battery

Fire Detector #2

Chip Detector

Recorder

Trim Indicator
Seat Adjust

Aileron/Elevator/Rudder
Trim

DTS/DVR

Utility/Collision/Instrument/
Landing/Flood Lights

EDM A

IAC1

HOTAS

Ignition

TAD

Avionics Master
Prop Sys Solenoid

Speed Brake

Hydraulic System
Fuel Quantity Low

Evaporator Blower

Start

ADC

UFCP

TCAS

Landing Gear Control

COM1

PMU FAIL and PMU
STATUS Monitoring

IAC2

Oil TRX

IRS

Flap Control

Radio Relays

Angle of Attack

RAD ALTM

Boost Pump

LH MFD

EDM B

DME

Battery Switch

Transponder
VHF NAV

The BAT BUS warning will illuminate if there is an actual
loss of the battery bus (and the associated avionics buses), or
if the current limiter on the battery bus side has failed.
Indications of the current limiter and/or actual bus failure
will be illumination of the BAT BUS warning, accompanied
by multiple failures of items on the battery bus with associated CAS message illuminated (TRIM OFF, OIL PX, HYDR
FL LO, PMU STATUS). The most noticeable failures will
be the UFCP, and the center and right MFD’s.

NOTE
If the BAT BUS warning illuminates, the
cockpit battery bus has failed or the annunciator sensing circuit has failed. The generator
is still supplying the generator bus and
charging the battery.
IF BAT BUS WARNING IS ILLUMINATED AND IS
ACCOMPANIED BY OTHER INDICATIONS OF BATTERY BUS FAILURE:
1. Descent below 10,000 ft MSL - Initiate (as required)

OBOGS will be inoperative once the main
battery is depleted or with battery failure.

NOTE
Cockpit will depressurize when power to the
battery bus is lost.
2. BUS TIE switch - OPEN

Inflow Switch
RH MFD
Center MFD
Backup Flight Instrument
IRS

NOTE
Place the BUS TIE switch to OPEN to isolate
the generator bus from any potential battery
or battery bus faults.
3. AUX BAT switch - ON

COM2

NOTE

Fire Detector #1
Battery Bus Inoperative

NOTE
With a battery bus failure, the PFD will be the
default display in flight and the EICAS and
NAV displays can be accessed using the
MFD menu page.

Backup flight instrument and VHF tuning
(standby VHF control head) will be powered
for approximately 30 minutes by the auxiliary battery.
4. Standby VHF - ON
5. LANDING GEAR EMERGENCY EXTENSION Execute prior to landing

Change 1
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BATTERY BUS
INOPERATIVE
Plan to extend the landing gear using the
emergency extension system. Emergency
flaps will be powered by the main battery
through the hot battery bus as long as the
main battery has not failed. With normal flap
extension and a loss of power to the battery
bus, flaps will retract. Landing gear and flap
position indicators will not be powered.
The following table contains a list of the cockpit items that
will remain operative or are inoperative with the battery bus
inoperative or bus tie inoperative with a depleted battery.
BATTERY BUS
INOPERATIVE

GENERATOR BUS
OPERATIVE

Battery Buses w/Bus Tie Air Conditioner
Closed
Ram Air Valve

Gen Switch

OBOGS

Fuel Balance

Clocks

Side/Nav/Taxi/Test Lights

Emergency Flaps

Probes Anti-Ice

ELT
Flight
Data
Maintenance

Cockpit Temperature
Recorder

Battery

EDM B

VHF NAV

Battery Switch

With Aux Battery:

Inflow Switch

Radio Relays

RH MFD

Fire Detector #1

Center MFD

IRS

UFCP

Backup Flight Instrument

Ground Idle

COM2 if STBY VHF is
ON

PMU below 40 to 50% NP
Bus Tie Inoperative
If the BUS TIE caution illuminates in flight, the battery bus
and generator bus have been disconnected at the bus bar
crosstie. If other caution/warning messages are present, refer
to the appropriate procedures. If no other annunciations
occur, the generator bus will continue to operate normally
and items on the battery bus will continue to function as long
as battery power exists. Turning off non-essential equipment
on the battery bus will prolong the amount of battery power
remaining.
1. BUS TIE switch - NORM
IF BUS TIE CAUTION REMAINS ILLUMINATED:

Fire Detector #2

Chip Detector
Nose Wheel Steering

Seat Adjust

Aileron/Elevator/Rudder
Trim

DTS/DVR

Utility/Collision/Instrument/ EDM A
Landing/Flood Lights
IAC1

HOTAS

Ignition

TAD

Avionics Master Fails in the Speed Brake
ON Position
Prop Sys Solenoid

Evaporator Blower

Hydraulic System

ADC

Fuel Quantity Low

TCAS

Start

COM1

UFCP

IAC2

Landing Gear Control

IRS

PMU FAIL and PMU Radio Relays
STATUS Monitoring
Oil TRX

RAD ALTM

Flap Control

LH MFD

Angle of Attack

DME

Boost Pump

Transponder
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GENERATOR BUS
OPERATIVE

2. Land as soon as practical

NOTE

approximately 30 minutes of useful
• Expect
power from the main battery under these conditions. Items on the generator bus will
remain powered as long as the generator is
online. To conserve battery power, consider
deactivating interior/exterior lighting as conditions permit. The avionics master switch
can also be set to OFF, disabling all avionics
and radios, with the exception of the standby
VHF.
main battery depletes, refer to Battery Bus
• IfInoperative
procedure. Items on generator
bus will remain functional with an operative
generator.
will depressurize when power to the
• Cockpit
battery bus is lost.
Battery and Generator Failure
This checklist assumes that the generator has failed and the
main battery is totally depleted. The only operative instruments with auxiliary battery power will be the backup flight

AIR FORCE TO 1T-6B-1
NAVY NAVAIR A1-T6BAA-NFM-100
instrument, fire detection system (FIRE 1 only), IRU, and
VHF radio (tuning provided by the standby VHF control
head).
Systems that will be inoperative include:

• OBOGS
• ICS
• All electronic displays
• PMU
• Starter
• Fire detection system (FIRE 2)
• Landing gear indicators
• Normal flap operation and indicators
• Probes anti-ice
and exterior lighting, except backup flight
• Interior
instrument
• ECS/pressurization
• UHF communications/navigation and GPS
1. Descent below 10,000 ft MSL - Initiate (as required)

OBOGS will be inoperative once the main
battery is depleted or with battery failure.

NOTE
Cockpit will depressurize when power to the
battery bus is lost.

2. AUX BAT switch - ON

NOTE
Backup flight instrument and VHF tuning
(standby VHF control head) will be powered
for approximately 30 minutes by the auxiliary battery. Plan to extend the landing gear
using the emergency extension system.
Emergency flaps will not be functional if the
main battery has failed. With normal flap
extension and a loss of power to the battery
bus, flaps will retract. Landing gear and flap
position indicators will not be powered. The
taxi and landing lights will not be functional.
3. Land as soon as possible

AVIONICS FAILURES

NOTE

all electronic display failures, the
• During
pilot should confirm indications in both cockpits (if occupied), reference alternate data
sources or the backup instruments as applicable, and check applicable circuit breakers.
the following procedures, the term “reset”
• Inis used
to describe the action of resetting a
circuit breaker that is already open. The pilot
should assess the severity of the emergency
and equipment lost prior to resetting or opening any circuit breaker.
Integrated Avionics Computer (IAC) Failure (Single
/Dual) (Loss of MFD Displays/Erratic Displays/
Integrated Avionics System Synchronization
Errors)
Dual IAC failure will result in the loss of HUD, UFCP and
MFD displays in both cockpits.
Loss of a single IAC may not cause an IAC1 FAIL/IAC2
FAIL message to be displayed, but may cause loss of MFD
displays in one or both cockpits, erratic MFD displays, or
IAC synchronization errors. The HUD and UFCP may, or
may not be operating properly.
IAC data crosstalk malfunction can result in a loss of synchronization between cockpits. Loss of this synchronization
may result in incorrect function of the REPEAT mode. This
may occur without alerting an IAC failure.
Loss of synchronization or erratic indications between
shared information in each cockpit is indicative of pending
or possible cross talk malfunction. Synchronization errors
may present as heading, altitude and speed “bug” is matched
settings between cockpits or altimeter synchronization errors
with an associated ”QNH DISAGREE” FMS message.

Do not select REPEAT in cockpit with working MFD’s. This may result in loss of all
MFD information in both cockpits.

NOTE

errors or erratic indica• Iftionssynchronization
are detected on ground, takeoff is not
recommended.
errors are detected without
• Ifa synchronization
loss of MFD information, do not select
REPEAT on UFCP in either cockpit.
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